Abstract. In 1992, Goichot introduced a complete homology theory for arbitrary groups developed by Vogel. In 1998, Triulzi investigated another complete homology theory using the satellite approach invented by Mislin. These developments provide the motivation to find a new invariant ichd G of a group G, which is related to complete homology theories. We investigate its properties and related questions. In particular, using this invariant, we show that Triulzi complete homology is isomorphic to Vogel-Goichot complete homology in many classes of groups. Also we show that hd G ¼ 0 if and only if G is locally finite when G satisfies one of a number of conditions.
Introduction
The complete cohomology theory for arbitrary groups was defined by Benson and Carlson [1] , Mislin [14] , and Goichot [9] independently as a generalization of Farrell-Tate cohomology, and their approaches were shown to be isomorphic by Mislin. In [9] , Goichot introduced a complete homology theory for arbitrary groups developed by Vogel as follows: It turned out that this is an injective complete cohomological functor, i.e., we havẽ H H Ã ðG; I Þ ¼ 0 for any injective ZG-module I . In 1998, Triulzi investigated another complete homology theory for arbitrary groups in his Ph.D. thesis [20] . Using the satellite approach invented by Mislin [14] , he defined a complete homologyĤ H Ã ðG; ÀÞ which is injective complete as follows:
H H n ðG; ÀÞ :¼ lim À kd0 S k H nþk ðG; ÀÞ;
where S k H nþk ðG; ÀÞ is the kth right satellite of H nþk ðG; ÀÞ. Since the inverse limit is not exact in general, Triulzi complete homology is not necessarily a cohomological functor. He showed that there is a surjective mapH H Ã ðG; ÀÞ !Ĥ H Ã ðG; ÀÞ which factorizesH H Ã ðG; ÀÞ ! H Ã ðG; ÀÞ throughĤ H Ã ðG; ÀÞ ! H Ã ðG; ÀÞ. He also found a su‰-cient condition on the group G so thatH H Ã ðG; ÀÞ !Ĥ H Ã ðG; ÀÞ is an isomorphism [20, Proposition 6.2.1] . These developments provide the motivation to find a new invariant of a group which is related to complete homology theory just as pccd G is related to complete cohomology theory [11] .
In Section 2, we give a short account of the main definitions and properties of Triulzi complete homology. This theory only appears in the Ph.D. thesis [20] . We also briefly recall the definition of Vogel-Goichot complete homology and the relationship between these two complete homology theories.
In Section 3, we introduce a new dimension ichd G of a group G, called the injective complete homological dimension, and investigate its properties. As for the case of pccd G, the only possible values of ichd G are integers greater than or equal to À1, and y. In [11] , it was conjectured that pccd G ¼ y cannot occur. Although this conjecture was proved for many classes of groups in [11] , it does not hold in general. For example, if G ¼ Ã n A N G n and G n is a free abelian group of rank n, then pccd G ¼ y and ichd G ¼ y. This follows immediately from the (co)homology of the MayerVietoris sequence (cf. [4] ). The author would like to thank the anonymous mathematician who brought this counter-example to his attention. We are interested in the following question:
Question A. Which groups have finite injective complete homological dimension?
As we noted, Vogel-Goichot complete homologyH H Ã ðG; ÀÞ and Triulzi complete homologyĤ H Ã ðG; ÀÞ need not to be isomorphic. However, if G has finite injective complete homological dimension, thenH H Ã ðG; ÀÞ andĤ H Ã ðG; ÀÞ are isomorphic by [20, Proposition 6.2.1]. Thus, for groups with finite injective complete homological dimension, Triulzi and Vogel-Goichot complete homology are isomorphic. We give many classes of groups G satisfying ichd G < y (Theorem 4.2).
On the other hand, in [11] we investigated Ikenaga's conjecture which says that Ikenaga's generalized cohomological dimension
satisfies cd G ¼ 0 only in the finite groups G. We showed that this is true if G belongs to the large class of groups LHF or if G admits a complete projective resolution [11, Theorem 3.12] . The homological analogue of this is the second main topic of this paper: we ask what properties of groups can be deduced from the condition that hd G ¼ 0. It is natural to expect that cohomological properties hold locally in homology. For example, it is well known that cd G c 1 if and only if G is free; see [4] . Recently, Kropholler, Linnell and Lü ck [13] showed that hd G c 1 if and only if G is locally free under the assumption that the Atiyah conjecture about L 2 -Betti numbers is true. In this spirit, we ask the following question:
Question B. For any group G, are the following statements equivalent?
It is obvious that hd G ¼ 0 if G is finite; see [10] . But the converse is false. For example, let G ¼ 0 y Z 2 . It follows from [10, Proposition 9] that hd G ¼ 0. In fact, Ikenaga showed that if G is locally finite, then hd G ¼ 0 and moreover, if G is solvable and hd G ¼ 0, then G is locally finite; see [10] .
In Section 4, we give a positive answer to Question B when G satisfies the one of a number of conditions (Corollary 4.11) and thereby improve upon the result of Ikenaga.
Finally, we consider a stabilizer spectral sequence of complete homology and investigate the properties of complete-homologically trivial modules in Section 5.
Some of results in this paper can be established by duality or arguments similar to those of results in [8] , [10] , [11] . In some cases, we include their proofs for the sake of completeness.
Complete homology of Triulzi and Vogel-Goichot
In this section, we briefly recall the definitions and properties of complete homology of Triulzi and Vogel-Goichot. For more details, see [9] , [14] , [20] .
Let R be any ring with identity. Let T be an additive covariant functor from left R-modules to abelian groups. Define the right satellite S 1 T of T as follows:
where IM is the injective hull of a left R-module M and SM is the cokernel of the map M ! IM. For n d 0 we define inductively S nþ1 T :¼ S 1 ðS n TÞ and
gives rise to a connecting homomorphism S n TðM 00 Þ ! S nþ1 TðM 0 Þ for all n > 0, in such a way that in the long sequence
the composition of any two consecutive homomorphisms is zero. A connected sequence of additive functors T is called a ðÀy; yÞ-cohomological functor if the long sequence It is an I -complete ðÀy; yÞ-cohomological functor, and there is a canonical map H H n ðG; ÀÞ ! H n ðG; ÀÞ. For Vogel-Goichot complete homology theory, we define first the tensor product C n R C 0 , the complete tensor product Cn n R C 0 and Cñ n R C 0 as follows:
where R is any ring with identity and C and C 0 are chain complexes of right (respectively, left) R-modules. The di¤erentials are defined by
For any R-modules M and N, let P M and I N be a projective resolution of M and an injective resolution of N, respectively. The homology H Ã ðP Mñ n R I N Þ is independent of the choice of resolutions. Thus Vogel-Goichot complete homology is defined as follows:
For any group G, Vogel-Goichot complete homology of G is defined bỹ H H n ðG; ÀÞ :¼ g Tor Tor In what follows, let G be an arbitrary group and ZG its group ring. All ZG-modules considered are left ZG-modules if not specified otherwise. We write 'G-module', 'G-projective', etc. instead of 'ZG-module', 'ZG-projective', etc. The tensor product and Hom functor over ZG are denoted by À n G À and Hom G ðÀ; ÀÞ. We also denote the tensor product and Hom functor over Z by À n À and HomðÀ; ÀÞ.
Definition 3.1. Let G be an arbitrary group. The injective complete homological dimension of G, denoted by ichd G, is defined to be the least integer n for which H i ðG; ÀÞ GH H i ðG; ÀÞ for all i > n, whereH H i ðG; ÀÞ is Vogel-Goichot complete homology of G.
Remark 3.2.
If we employ the convention in which the ordinary homology is defined as 0 in negative dimensions, then we can replace the case for ichd G ¼ À1 by ichd G ¼ Ày. However, for the flow of the argument in [11] , we use the convention ichd G ¼ À1.
Recall that a G-module is co-induced if it has the form HomðZG; AÞ where A is an abelian group, and a G-module is co-free if it is a direct product of copies of HomðZG; Q=ZÞ. In order to obtain other characterizations of ichd G, we first recall the following well-known lemma. Notice that injective modules are direct summands of co-free modules and that cofree modules are injective. Using these facts and the above lemma, we have the following proposition (cf. [10] , [11] ). Here, we make the convention that the ordinary homology is defined to be zero in negative dimensions and that the supremum of the empty set is À1.
Recall that the homological dimension of G is defined by hd G :¼ supfn : H n ðG; MÞ 0 0; for some G-module Mg;
and if hd G < y, then hd G ¼ supfn : H n ðG; I Þ 0 0; for some injective G-module I g:
Notice that if G is a virtually torsion-free group, then all torsion-free subgroups of G of finite index have the same homological dimension; cf. [2] . The common homological dimension of the torsion-free subgroups of finite index is called the virtual homological dimension of G and is denoted by vhd G. If G is not virtually torsion-free, then we define vhd G ¼ y. Ikenaga [10] defined the generalized homological dimension hd G for any group G as follows:
Notice that 'co-free' can be replaced by 'injective' or 'co-induced' in the above definition; cf. [10] . In [11] , we investigated basic properties of the projective complete cohomological dimension pccd G. The following results which are homology analogues of results for pccd G can be obtained by dualizing the arguments in [11] .
(1) For any group G, ichd G c vhd G; equality holds if vhd G < y.
(2) For any group G, ichd G c hd G.
As in the case of pccd G, ichd G ¼ À1 is also possible. In [11] , we gave some examples which satisfy pccd G ¼ À1. In order to show that these groups also satisfy ichd G ¼ À1, we first need the following simple lemma. (1) Let G be an infinite free abelian group of countable rank. Notice that H Ã ðG; CÞ G lim À! H Ã ðG n ; CÞ, where G n is the free abelian group of rank n and C ¼ HomðZG; AÞ is a co-induced G-module. We also know that each G n is a Poincaré duality group and therefore it is of type FP y . By the isomorphism in the proof of the above proposition, we have H i ðG n ; CÞ ¼ 0 for i 0 n and therefore H n ðG; CÞ ¼ 0 for all n. Hence ichd G ¼ À1 by Proposition 3.4.
(2) The Thompson group
is known to have pccd T ¼ À1; see [11] . Moreover, Brown [5] gave examples of groups G which are torsion-free and of type FP y but not of type FP. They have the property that H n ðG; ZGÞ ¼ 0 for all n d 0. Thus pccd G ¼ À1. By Proposition 3.5, these groups also satisfy ichd G ¼ À1.
Let K J Q be a subfield of the algebraic closure of the rational numbers. It is known that pccd GL j ðKÞ ¼ À1 for all j d 1; see [11] , [14] . The following proposition shows that this group also satisfies ichd GL j ðKÞ ¼ À1. Recall that a weakly complete resolution for a group G is a (not necessarily acyclic) complex F of projective G-modules such that F coincides with a projective resolution of Z over ZG in su‰ciently high dimension and Hom ZG ðF; QÞ is acyclic for every projective G-module Q; see [11, Definition 2.8] . Note that any two weakly complete resolution for G are chain homotopy equivalent (cf. [7, Lemma 2.4] ). Thus the weakly complete cohomology of G is well defined [11, Definition 2.9] . Note also that if pccd G ¼ À1, then G admits a weakly complete resolution and the complete cohomology of G is equivalent to the weakly complete cohomology of G, by [11, Proposition 2.10] . Similarly, we can define the weakly complete homology of G as follows.
equivalent to the weakly complete homology and they can be calculated using any weakly complete resolution.
be a projective resolution for G and [14] , [20] ). r
, then the ordinary homology of G is equal to the complete homology of G with the convention that H i ðG; ÀÞ ¼ 0 for i < 0.
In [11] , we investigated the complete cohomological dimension ccd G which takes only the values y and Ày. Now we consider a homological analogue of ccd G which is related to the complete homology. It is obvious that ichd G < y, chd G < y if and only if hd G < y. However, the following proposition shows that ichd G does not give any information about whether hd G is finite. Proposition 3.13. For any group G, chd G is equal to y or Ày. Furthermore, chd G ¼ y, i.e.,H H n ðG; ÀÞ 0 0 for infinitely many n, if and only if hd G ¼ y, and chd G ¼ Ày, i.e.,H H n ðG; ÀÞ ¼ 0 for all n, if and only if hd G < y.
Proof. Since Vogel-Goichot complete homologyH H n ðG; ÀÞ is a homological functor we can establish the result using the same argument as for the case of ccd G; see [11, Proposition 2.13] . r
Answers to Questions A and B, and other results
In this section we give partial answers to Questions A and B.
Lemma 4.1. Let X be an acyclic G-complex and let S be a set of representatives for the G-orbits of simplices of X . Then
Proof. The following classical stabilizer homology spectral sequence We recall that BðG; ZÞ is the G-module of functions from G to Z taking only finitely many di¤erent values in Z. This module has played an important role in complete cohomology. For more details, see [7] . We also recall that the flat dimension of a left G-module M is defined by We shall consider Kropholler's classes of groups HF, KF and LHF, which are defined as follows; see [12] . Let H 0 F be the class of finite groups. Now define H a F for each ordinal a inductively: if a is a successor ordinal, then H a F is the class of groups G which admit a finite-dimensional contractible G-complex with cell stabilizers in H aÀ1 F, and if a is a limit ordinal, then H a F ¼ 6 b<a H b F. A group belongs to HF if it belongs to H a F for some a. A similar class of groups KF is defined in which we include the additional hypothesis that all groups act cocompactly. A group G belongs to LHF-group if every finitely generated subgroup of G is an HF-group. It is well known that every countable linear group and every solvable by finite group belongs to the class LHF.
We now give examples of groups of finite injective complete homological dimension. (1) spli G < y;
(4) fl:dim G BðG; ZÞ < y:
Proof.
(1) Suppose that spli G < y. Let I be any injective G-module. Then we have an exact sequence:
where each P i is projective. Since projective modules are H Ã -acyclic, we have H i ðG; I Þ ¼ 0 for all su‰ciently large i by a dimension-shifting argument. Hence ichd G < y.
(2) Since G A H 1 F, there is a finite-dimensional contractible G-CW-complex X with finite stabilizers. By Lemma 4.1, there is a spectral sequence
where S p is a set of representatives for the p-simplices of X mod G and I is an injective G-module. Since all G s are finite and I is injective, E In [8] , Gedrich and Gruenberg defined invariants spli G and silp G of a group G. These invariants play an important role in complete cohomology theory and finiteness conditions of groups (cf. [11] , [15] ). We can define new invariants sfli G, silf G and splf G similar to these invariants as follows.
Definition 4.4. For any group G,
(1) define sfli G to be the supremum of the flat length of injective G-modules, i.e.,
(2) define silf G to be the supremum of the injective length of flat G-modules, i.e.,
(3) define splf G to be the supremum of the projective length of flat G-modules, i.e.,
It is straightforward that silp G c silf G for any group G, and sfli G c spli G. Notice that sfli G is the same as the supremum of the flat length of right injective G-modules, i.e.,
Let M be a right R-module. Its character module M Ã is the left R-module Hom Z ðM; Q=ZÞ. We recall the following basic facts (cf. [18] ):
(1) a right R-module M is flat if and only if its character module M Ã is injective;
(2) a sequence of right R-modules 0 ! A ! B ! C ! 0 is exact if and only if the sequence of character modules 0
The following proposition gives a relationship between our new invariants and others.
Proposition 4.5. For any group G, the following hold.
(1) hd G c sfli G c hd G þ 1:
Hence sfli G ¼ silf G if both are finite.
(1) It is obvious that hd G c sfli G, since co-free modules are injective. For the second inequality, we may assume that hd G ¼ n < y. Let M be any G-module.
Consider the short exact sequence
where P is projective. Clearly K is Z-torsion-free. There is a long exact sequence
For i > n þ 1, we have Tor
ðK; I Þ, since K and P are Z-torsionfree. Thus Tor
This induces an exact sequence of character modules
where C n ¼ cokerfI nÀ1 ! I n g: Notice that F Ã is injective and each I Ã k is flat for 0 c k c n À 1. Since sfli G ¼ n, C Ã n is flat and therefore C n is injective. Therefore silf G c n ¼ sfli G. Similarly, we can show that if silf G < y then sfli G c silf G.
(3) We may assume that splf G ¼ m < y and sfli G ¼ n < y. Let I be an injective G-module. It follows from the assumption sfli G ¼ n that I has a flat resolution
The short exact sequence 0 ! F n ! F nÀ1 ! K nÀ2 ! 0 gives the long exact sequence
where K nÀ2 ¼ Kerfq nÀ2 : F nÀ2 ! F nÀ3 g and M is any G-module. The two outside terms are zero, since proj:dim G F i c m < y for each i. Thus
Inductively we can conclude that proj:dim G I c n þ m < y. Hence spli G c n þ m < y:
(4) This follows by a similar method to the proof of (3).
(5) Notice that if spli G is finite, then spli G ¼ silp G (from [8] ) and therefore it remains to show that silf G ¼ spli G. Suppose that silf G ¼ n. Let F be a flat G-module of injective dimension n. Then there exists a G-module M such that Ext n G ðM; F Þ 0 0. Consider the short exact sequence
where I is an injective G-module. This sequence induces the long exact sequence In a similar way as for a complete projective resolution (see [7] , [8] , and [15] ), we can define the notion of a complete injective resolution. A complete injective resolution of a G-module M is an acyclic complex of injective G-modules which agrees with an ordinary injective resolution in a su‰ciently high dimension k. The number k A N is called the coincidence index of the complete injective resolution; see [16] . A Gmodule M admits a complete injective resolution in the strong sense if its admits a complete injective resolution I such that the complex Hom G ðI; JÞ is exact for all injective G-modules J. (This is Nucinkis's definition for complete injective resolution [16, Definition 7.1] .) In case the trivial G-module Z admits a complete injective resolution (in the strong sense), we say that G admits a complete injective resolution (in the strong sense). Notice that if G admits a complete injective resolution in the strong sense, then spli G ¼ silp G < y and vice versa [16, Theorem 7.9] . Notice also that silp G c spli G and the equality holds if spli G < y; see [8] . Thus if G does not admit a complete injective resolution (in the strong sense), then spli G ¼ y. Proof. Suppose that G admits a complete injective resolution ðI; EÞ of coincidence index k.
we have H 0 ðG; D À1 Þ ¼ 0. But this is a contradiction, since H 0 ðG;
Proof. Notice that H 0 ðG; CÞ ¼ 0 for any co-induced G-module C, since ichd G ¼ À1.
Then there exists a finitely generated infinite subgroup G 0 of G by a result of Strebel [19] (see also [4] ). Hence G is infinite. r Theorem 4.8. Let G be a finitely generated group. Then ichd G ¼ 0 if and only if G is finite.
Proof. It is clear that hd G ¼ 0 if G is finite; see [10] . Since ichd G c hd G, we have ichd G ¼ 0 by Lemma 4.7. Now suppose that G is finitely generated and ichd G ¼ 0. It follows from a result of Strebel [19] that if G is infinite, then for any co-induced G-module C, (ii) spli G < y;
Then the following statements are equivalent:
Proof. It su‰ces to show that (1) implies (2). The assumption hd G ¼ 0 implies that sfli G is 0 or 1 by Proposition 4.5 (1). It follows from Proposition 4.5 (2) that silf G is 0 or 1. Thus silp G is 0 or 1, since silp G c silf G. Now suppose that G is infinite. Then G does not admit a complete injective resolution by Corollary 4.9 and therefore spli G ¼ y by [16, Theorem 7.9] . Notice that if G is an HF-group then spli G ¼ silp G by [6, Theorem C] . Thus the conditions (i)-(iv) give a contradiction (cf. Proposition 4.5). r As a consequence of Theorem 4.10, we obtain an a‰rmative answer to Question B subject to various conditions. Corollary 4.11. Suppose that G satisfies one of the following conditions:
(2) G is locally finite.
Proof. Suppose that hd G ¼ 0. For any finite generated subgroup H of G, hd H c hd G and so hd H ¼ 0. By Theorem 4.10, H is finite and therefore G is locally finite. The converse follows from [10, Corollary 2]. r
Complete-homologically trivial modules
In [11] , we generalized the theory of cohomologically trivial modules to the class HF satisfying spli G < y using pccd G. In this section, we investigate a homological analogue of this theory using ichd G. From now on, we assume that G A HF. Then G A H a F for some a. Proof. Notice that sfli G < y and hd G < y by Proposition 4.5. It follows from Theorem 4.2 that Vogel-Goichot complete homologyH H Ã ðG; ÀÞ and Triulzi complete homologyĤ H Ã ðG; ÀÞ are isomorphic. Since spli G < y, G admits a complete projective resolution and cd G < y by [15, Theorem 2.5] and hence any complete projective resolutions of G are chain homotopy equivalent; see [10] , or [15] . Since hd G < y, we have H Ã ðG; I Þ ¼ Tor i ðZ; I Þ ¼ 0 for i > hd G and I G-injective. As noted earlier, H H Ã ðG; ÀÞ is an injective complete homological functor. We deduce by the dual argument of Lemma 2.4 and [14, Lemma 2.5] thatH H Ã ðG; ÀÞ can be calculated by any complete projective resolution of G. r Suppose that there is a finite-dimensional contractible G-CW-complex. For the case of group G with spli G < y, we can show using the above lemma that there is a stabilizer spectral sequence of complete homology. where S p is a set of representatives for the p-cells of X mod G, and M is a Gmodule.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 5.2 that Vogel-Goichot complete homology can be computed using any complete projective resolution of G. By an argument using a stablizer spectral sequence just as for Farrell homology we have the result (cf. [4] , [15] ). r Lemma 5.4. Let G A H a F, where a is a successor ordinal and spli G < y. Let M be a G-module such thatH H Ã ðH; MÞ ¼ 0 for all H < G, H A H aÀ1 F. ThenH H Ã ðG; MÞ ¼ 0.
Proof. Let X be an admissible G-complex. Assume that the isotropy group on each simplex fixes the simplex pointwise. The equivariant complete homology spectral sequence in Theorem 5.3 
